3.4 The Basic Conceptions/Principles of ESP
At this point, you should note that there are five conceptions considered to be the foundations,
essential features or basic principles of ESP. Swale (1990) uses the term “enduring conceptions” to
refer to them. These five conceptions are: authenticity, research-base, language/text, need and
learning/methodology. These five conceptions originate from both the real world (the “target
situation” of the ESP) and ESP pedagogy.

Self Assessment Exercise1 :
(a)-Discuss Language/ Text as a priciple of ESP.
Definition and Samples of Restricted Language
RESTRICTED LANGUAGE
 Mackay and Mountford (1978) clearly illustrate the difference between restricted
language and language with this statement:
 ... the language of international air-traffic control could be regarded as 'special', in
the sense that the repertoire required by the controller is strictly limited and can be
accurately determined situationally, as might be the linguistic needs of a diningroom waiter or air-hostess.
 However, such restricted repertoires are not languages, just as a tourist phrase book
is not grammar. Knowing a restricted 'language' would not allow the speaker to
communicate effectively in novel situation, or in contexts outside the vocational
environment.
 The language used by air traffic controllers or by waiters are examples of English
as a restricted language.
SEASPEAK
 SEASPEAK, also English for maritime communications. The English of merchant
shipping, a RESTRICTED LANGUAGE adopted in 1988 by the International
Maritime Organization (IMO) of the United Nations for use in ship-to-ship and
ship-to-shore communications as a necessary consequence of vastly increased
shipping during the 1960s–70s. The need for regularization of practices in one
language and the training of officers in its use was agreed, and English, already the
language of civil aviation, was chosen by the IMO.
A typical exchange, in which a ship called Sun Dragon calls up Land's End Coastguard, to
inform them of a change of plan:
 Ship. Land's End Coastguard, Land's End Coastguard. This is Sun Dragon, Sun
Dragon. Over.
 Coastguard. Sun Dragon. This is Land's End Coastguard. Switch to VHF channel
one-one. Over.

 Ship. Land's End Coastguard. This is Sun Dragon. Agree VHF channel one-one.
Over.
AIRSPEAK
 Also Air Traffic Control English, Aviation English. The English of international
civil aviation, a restricted language established after the Second World War by
the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO). Although in some conditions
aircraft may use a local language, commercial flying is universally conducted in
English.
An aircraft descending from cruise height towards its destination airport:
 Control. BA six zero six Alfa: squawk indent.
 Pilot. Indenting, BA six zero six Alfa.
 Control. BA six zero six Alfa, radar contact. Descend to flight level three one zero.
 Pilot. Leaving flight level three nine zero. Descending to level three one zero. BA
six zero six Alfa.
Self Assessment Exercise2 :
(b)-What is the difference between language and restricted language?

